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Reference SSM73886

Models E-PACE / X540 
 

Title X540 E-Pace, Instrument panel - tyre pressure information not
displayed

Category Electrical

Last modified 25-May-2018 00:00:00

Symptom 204000 Instrumentation

Attachments SSM-73886_IP-Attachment_menu button and pictures.pdf 
 

Content Issue:
 Instrument panel - tyre pressure information not displaying

recommended pressure in brackets (see photo 1, example attached).
  

 Affected Vehicle line:
 X540 E-Pace, MY2018

  
 VIN Range:

 Start VIN: SADFA2BX3J1Z25580                      End VIN: TBD
  

 Cause:
 Software error.

  
  
 Action:

 If a customer reports that the recommended tyre pressure is not
shown on the instrument panel the following advice should be given to
them.

  
 Communication to Customer:

JLR is aware of the concern which is preventing the displaying of
information on the instrument cluster.
This information can still be viewed both through the Instrument
Panel by following the process highlighted below and on the tyre
placard label on the driver’s door aperture.

Refer to owner manual, section: 
 Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) -> INSTRUMENT PANEL

MENU
  

 Operate as follows:
  

1. MENU button: Press “OK” to display the instrument panel menus.
2. Select Vehicle info
3. Select Tyre information
4. Select Recommended pressure (photo 2, example attached)

https://topix.jaguar.jlrext.com/topix/service/archive/899036/SSM-73886_IP-Attachment_menu%20button%20and%20pictures.pdf
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Light load / Heavy Load level will be displayed

 
 Note: The TPMS will still provide a low pressure warning

  
 See attachment to SSM for menu button and pictures

  
  
Technicians - Please rate this SSM and provide comments so that
future communications can be improved.

  
1 = Poor – Basic information provided – The SSM does not help me
resolve the customer concern.

  
3 = Average – Adequate information provided – The SSM partially
helps me resolve the customer concern.

  
5 = Excellent – All required information provided to resolve the
customer concern.


